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EDITORIAL
It seems there was a few errors in the winter, (what a shock and surprise!).
First there was a typo error “Dark Star Dobsonian 12” F3.5. should be F5.3” then
there was a mixup with emails, (I some how missed it!) which resulted in a
sketch missing from Graham Sparrow’s article “Farside Fallacy” so you will find
this drawing in this edition.
This time, the choice for the front cover has been a real challenge, it seems
we actually had some decent clear skies, so I have images galore all be it taken
from facebook, so alas old news! Any way, gripe over, the choice. Paul Ferns
Heart and soul image, Chris Grimmers collection that he has submitted to the
Astronomy Photo of the year competition, Jason Durants images of the moon,
Charlotte Daniels Image of the Flame and Horshead, not to mention that the
image published in the last issue of the Planetary Montage by Martin Lewis which
actually won 1st and 2nd prize in the Astronomy Photo of the year 2018 (Plantary
Section)! All absolutely stunning images. (Tom Latham)
We would like to thank Tom for his contribution in editing the Cygnus magazine.
Unfortunately, his work commitments means he is unable to continue and
explains why there has been an absence of issues recently. In order to catch up,
this issue is a combined Spring/Summer version so some of the information will
be out of date. But, given members have taken the time to contribute we are still
publishing. We would like to thank those who volunteered to take over the role
of Cygnus editor, which has been allocated to Gary Wortley.
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
For a split second I was recently excited by the news that NASA are planning to
introduce trips to the International Space Station for tourists. Reading the small
print soon brought me back down to earth, if you will excuse the pun. Not only do
you have to pay the not inconsiderable daily charges for full board and lodging
but there are separate charges for being launched and being returned, so the
whole thing looks a bit beyond my family’s annual holiday budget. It was also
amusing how a number of news outlets treated the matter as if it was something
new. In fact, the Russians have been offering a not dissimilar facility by Soyuz for
some time. Their charges include breakfasts for several days before the launch. I
wonder if the meals still include a regular helping of dill? The Canadian astronaut
Chris Hadfield had puzzled about this before his own flight until one of his
cosmonaut colleagues confided to him that dill was a great help in countering
flatulence - a definite no-no when spending considerable time in an orbital station
where you can’t open the windows!
Speaking of space stations, we have been pretty lucky with orbital passes of the
ISS over Seething this season. Several members have taken excellent pics and
short videos of the events. Apart from the telescope and photography skills
necessary, having that period just around dusk when the station and its solar
panels are still illuminated by the sun is a great help. It does take time to get used
to the movement across the sky, especially if one is familiar with seeing the very
rapid movement of meteor showers. The speed of passage of the ISS seems a
little sedate, until one remembers that it is actually travelling at five miles/second.
It is a great help that we have had visual excitements such as the ISS because,
in general, season 2018-2019 has not been stuffed full of exciting astronomical
events. Not even our closest star has caused much of a stir because we seem to
be officially at a Solar Minimum, with nothing much in the way of sunspots or
flares. We are promised that matters solar will get more exciting in the next few
years, just so long as these events do not include a coronal mass ejection (see
December 2018 Cygnus). Deep sky observing, of course, has its own rhythms
and even well-known and closer to home winter favourites such as the Orion
nebula (M42) have that annual quality of always being there with much the same
appearance, given a clear sky.
This season it has been our planetary observing brothers and sisters who have
had the most difficult times for observing. Neither Jupiter nor Saturn have been
particularly well placed and as for Mars – that is a story all of its own. There was
some initial excitement due to the fact that the red planet was to be at one of its
closest oppositions to Earth for a number of years, although the excitement was
already constrained by the fact that the angle of observation was going to be
pretty low, allowing nasty, thicker atmosphere effects to cause problems. But
then, to cap it all, we get a planet wide dust storm.
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You could of course switch to viewing Mercury and Venus. There was some
excellent viewing of the latter in late January but only if you were prepared to get
set up for observing at 5 a.m. Do not let anyone ever tell you that astronomy is a
relaxing pastime.
Looking back over previous issues of Cygnus. I was quite surprised to discover
that I have now been writing these chairman’s pieces for a couple of years. I
have deliberately begun moving away from lists of what NAS has or has not
done, or needs to do. Following a really good idea of one of my illustrious
predecessors, Andy Gardiner, the use of a chairman’s newsletter sent to all
members strikes me as being a more immediate way of dealing with the society’s
internal affairs. The next edition of the newsletter will include a feedback article
on telescope training and how to enhance the experience of dedicated observing
nights at the observatory.
Clear skies
Roger P
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MOONWATCHERS

Mare Serenitatis
Though having fewer craters of note
than other impact basins the 750 km
diameter Mare Serenitatis (Sea of Serenity)
does boast some features of interest to the
observer with a small telescope.
Looking at the mare when the Moon
is close to Full one will notice that the lavas
that flooded this impact basin some 3.72
billion years ago are by no means uniform.
The view in the eyepiece shows a brighthued centre to the mare, edged by darker
lavas. These darker lavas are especially
conspicuous close to the south and eastern
shores and can be easily seen to the north
of the crater Plinius, which Thomas Elger,
first director of the Lunar Section of the
B.A.A., fancifully described as “a great
fortress or redoubt erected to command
the passage between the Mare
Tranquillitatis and the Mare Serenitatis”.
Photographs taken by Apollo
astronauts reveal the darker lava to have
suffered many more small impacts than the
lighter areas and it is therefore reasonable
to assume that the darker lavas are older

Dorsa Smirnov, a wrinkle
ridge close tom the western
shore of Mare Serenitatis

Mare Serenitatis
than the lighter.
The most obvious part of the rim of the
Serenitatis basin is seen to the south west
where the Montes Haemus curve northwards
from a promontory close to Plinius to the Mons
Hadley Delta, the area where Apollo 15 landed
in July 1971. The eastern shore is impacted by
the 95 km Posidonius – well worth close study
for the system of rilles that cross its floor – by
Charcornac and by the flooded crater le
Monnier, where the Soviet Luna 21 landed,
deploying its Lunakhod Rover.
Further south from le Monnier lies the 31
km crater Littrow. If this name sounds familiar
it is because the last Apollo mission landed
close to here, settling into a valley between two
mountains. Rock samples taken from these
massifs showed them to have been formed
from ejecta from the impact that formed the
Serenitatis basin 3.87 million years ago. With
high power and good seeing the observer may
be able to see a roughly triangular bright patch
extending from the southern massif. This is
believed to be a landslide caused by the impact
that created the ‘young’ crater Tycho, 109
million years ago.
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Turning our attention to the surface of the mare we notice a number of curving
wrinkle ridges and may speculate, as others have, that these indicate inner rings of the
basin. These ridges (dorsa) snake over the mare and are best seen when the Sun is low in
the lunar sky.
Three more features are worthy of mention. The dorsa dominate the mare and, as I
mentioned at the beginning of this article, there are few craters of note. However two are
worth a look. First is the 16 km Bessel a simple crater that is noticeable for the ray that
crosses it and heads towards Lacus Mortis and beyond to the eastern end of Mare Frigoris.
Does the ray emanate from the crater Menelaus on the southern rim of the Serentatis basin
or is its origin, as many believe, the distant Tycho in the southern highlands? Take a look
and see what you think.
Next is a crater that gained notoriety in 1886 when the astronomer Julius Schmidt
claimed that it had disappeared. Considering that the Moon was thought to be a dead and
unchanging world this announcement caused quite a stir! The best map available at that
time was that made by Beer and Madler in 1837 and this clearly showed Linné, a 10 km,
330 m deep crater in the north-west section of the mare. This was consistent with earlier
maps, yet Schmidt announced that Linné had gone and had been replaced by a brilliant
white patch. Other observers confirmed this and now large apertures reveal a tiny crater
pit in the bright patch. 2.45 km in diameter and 600 m deep, it bears no resemblance to
Beer and Madler’s 10 km crater. Both were respected astronomers but sadly it seems that
they and earlier observers were in error and no sudden change occurred.
Finally there is the dome near the north-west shore of the mare. Named the Valentine
Dome for its supposed heart shape, it is 30 km wide and rises some 100 m above the
mare. See if you can spot the hills that protrude from the dome.
To the south of Mare Serenitatis, past the ‘citadel’ of Plinius it is but ‘one small step’ to
the Mare Tranquillitatis, and that is where I will take you in the summer issue of Cygnus.
Until then, clear skies and happy and rewarding Moonwatching.

Spadge

Mare Serenitatis
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Radio Astronomy

Where is the Milky Way Hydrogen Line?
If it was easy, everyone would be doing it!
Recent visitors to the Genesis dome might have heard a humming noise from
one of the cupboards. This comes from the Spectrum Analyser and computer connected to
the satellite dish outside. I have now moved the dish so it is pointing roughly due South at
an elevation of ~35o. Data has been collected over a couple of weeks with the centre
frequency of the Spectrum Analyser set at 1420 MHz (frequency of hydrogen radio
emissions) and a frequency span of 200 MHz. Averaged data is collected approximately
once a minute. The plot below shows the data obtained between the 19 th and 31st January
2019.

The two solid blue arrows indicate roughly where the Milky Way spiral arm should
pass in front of the dish and where we expect to see a repeatable reproduceable intensity
increase owing to detection of the hydrogen emissions.
Whilst In a few of the daily traces there are peaks that could be the signals we are looking
for, the ‘noise’ or variation in the signal makes claiming to have observed these feint
signals impossible.
The radio signals we are trying to detect originate from hydrogen atoms in the spiral
arms of the Milky Way. It is a surprising fact that atoms in the coldness of space can
produce electromagnetic spectra. Hydrogen atoms have a single electron around the
nucleus and that electron can change its spin direction, and when this happens
electromagnetic emissions occur (at 1420.2 MHz in the radio frequency and 656.28 nm in
the optical frequency). Since there are a large number of hydrogen atoms in the Milky Way
spiral arms it should be possible to detect these with a radio receiver.
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In order to achieve success in this quest there are a number of things that can yet
be done:•

We can change the recording window and method of recording. Currently we
record averages of spectra over 200 MHz bandwidth at intervals of ~1 minute. We
can record all spectra over a period of ~2 hours, coinciding when the spiral arm will
pass by the dish using a method called ‘Zero Span’. This will produce a lot more
data but will allow more optimisation of averaging and post processing.

•

We can introduce a 1420 MHz filer in to the system to remove ‘noise’ outside
the frequency of interest.

•

We can record whilst observing the spiral arm (although this depends on being
healthy enough and having a clear evening sky)

•

We can try alternate recording systems such as the GNU radio (A 21cm Radio
Telescope for the Cost-Conscious)

•

We can try an alternate antenna receiver. The current antenna is a figure of 8
copper wire on a copper plate which worked well with a noise source. However, this
is open to the atmosphere where temperature variations and moisture could well be
affecting the results in the field. A ‘cantenna’, one of which has already been
produced by Frank Cliff, could be used but would need modification of the mounting
system to install it. This has the advantage that it can be used as a closed (weather
proof) device provided a lid is placed over the front.
•
We can increase the
size of the receiving dish, since
just like with telescopes, the
bigger the collecting area the
feinter the signal that can be
observed/detected.
Given time, health and clear
skies, most, if not all, of these
options will be investigated.
By Andrew Sutkowski
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Norwich Astro’s bumper February – at a glance
Norwich Astro’s bumper February – at a glance
Fairhaven
February was a particularly busy month for NAS, with an annual public outreach event
at the Fairhaven Water Garden taking place on the 2 nd February, in addition to our monthly
public weekend. Despite rather disappointing skies for much of the evening, the event was
exceptionally well attended, with about 200 visitors traipsing the field to ask about
stargazing and astro-imaging! At times, a glimpse of the Moon emerged through thick
clouds, and even Orion managed to make a brief appearance, but nevertheless people’s
curiosity and eagerness to learn more about Astronomy ensured a successful night!
(For me, it was a particularly beneficial evening as it gave me a chance to set up my brandnew-second-hand EQ5-Pro Mount (there’s nothing like leaving it to a public night to try
something out for the first time, right?) I am proud to confirm there was minimal cursing or
tears throughout the setup.)
NAS’ fantastic resident speaker Mark Shepherd managed a sell-out FIVE talks during
the evening, with the society receiving exceptional feedback from visitors. The subject,
‘Finding Your Way Around The Night Sky and Seasonal Stars’ was perfect encouragement
for our guests to come and find out more from the volunteers set up outside. It just goes
to show how important the efforts of our society to inspire and spark interest, no matter
how advanced or fledgling that interest is.

Public Weekend
Then followed the monthly public weekend at
Seething Observatory. NAS provided two excellent
speakers for the two nights, Paul Webb and Chris
Greenfield, who both promoted the practical
application of visual observing.
It’s so easy, when learning about and getting started
with Astronomy (as I am) to focus on the 110
Messier Objects in the night sky. I’ve lost count of
the times I’ve heard M42, M1, and M81 in recent
months. Therefore Paul Webb’s Friday talk, ‘There is
more to observe than the Messier Objects’, offered
up something different to the audience, and an
opportunity to get acquainted with the countless
other deep sky objects available to those with
medium to large telescopes.
Many are located close to some familiar
Messier objects. We were treated to some
spectacular images, that demonstrated the capability
from Paul’s impressive selection of scopes, ranging
from 10” to 18” apertures! The specifications of such
equipment are capable of observing fainter, far less
prominent objects than the average amateur setup;
as Paul’s talk describes, his 18” Dobsonian is able to
gather enough light to pick up extremely faint objects, with magnitudes of ~14.

The following image offer an excerpt from Paul’s talk; showcasing The Leo Triplet, one of
the many groups of objects shown throughout the evening.
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The Leo constellation, image courtesy of SkySafariAstronomy.com

Of course, taking place right after Valentines Day, we had to have a romantic reference snuck in to
the weekend. Therefore, Chris Greenfield’s talk “Cascading from a Rose to a Dragon” provided a
summary of lesser known winter highlights that both beginner and experienced observers could enjoy, either visually, via binoculars or through a small refractor.
What was really interesting about this talk was the realistic imagery provided for each of the objects
that Chris spoke of. In addition to the ever-popular nebula and galaxies, star clusters were also a
predominant feature, which are accessible for optical and binocular observers. So often, when viewing nebulae or galaxies through an eyepiece, people remark upon the disconnect between how ‘faint
and fuzzy’ the object appears compared to those images we are spoilt by, coming from space telescopes (and NAS’s own astrophotography!) Star clusters – defined as either ‘globular’ or ‘open’
depending on age and density – in stark contrast offer you crisp, and clear views through an eyepiece.
Chris also provided handy methods to finding the locations of each object, which I found very useful (having got into this hobby via imaging, my observing skills are woeful). See accompanying
images.
Admittedly, having been seduced by the beautiful
(albeit rendered and simulated) colours of nebulae in
winter-time Astrophotography, this talk reminded me
not to overlook just how stunning star clusters are
through the eyepiece of a telescope – after all, it is
these clusters that tell us much about stellar evolution,
and astrophysicists and cosmologists still have much
to learn from these. A short while later, an unbroken
week of clear skies afforded me an opportunity to see
such objects for myself, via Chris’s 5” refractor and
Tatyana’s 20” Dobsonian telescope on the pads at
Seething.
The next clear night, I am getting my picture of
Markarian’s Chain (see images provided)! I note, also,
its proximity to M87, from which the Event Horizon
Telescope team has developed the first image of a
Black Hole.
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http://www.astro-baby.com/astrobaby/help/collimation-guide-newtonian-reflector/

Part 2
Collimation Step 4 – Aligning the Primary Mirror
The final step in collimation is the primary mirror. This is relatively simple to carry out and the
cause of most ‘in the field’ collimation errors. At the rear of the telescope you will find three pairs of
screws. These are the primary mirror tilt adjusters and their respective lock nuts.

Note: Some telescope manufacturers (Sky-Watcher for instance) cover the collimation
adjusters with a steel plate. This will need to be removed before collimation can proceed.

Collimation screws.
Lock screw to left, adjuster to right

Removing the primary mirror
cover

For this stage you will need the Cheshire collimator. Insert this into the focuser and take a look
through the collimator. You should see a pattern similar to the one shown below right – this is from
a telescope that is in collimation.

View through the Cheshire
collimator

Cheshire collimator in focuser
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It may be that that the pattern is offset and will show the cross hairs as being adrift
from the central circle created by the Primary Mirrors centre spot and that the centre spots
are adrift. If this is so then you will need to adjust the primary mirror.

Collimation error – the centre
spots are not aligned and not
centred under the crosshair of
the Cheshire

Close up of the central area of
the picture to the left showing
the centre spots misalignment

If collimation of the primary mirror is required loosen the lock screws off and adjust
the primary mirror using its adjuster screws until you see a pattern as per the diagrams and
pictures below. Take care when using the adjuster screws that you do not allow the mirror
to come too far forward on adjustment as the screws may disengage and also take care
that the collimation screws and lock screws aren’t tightened down to a point which may
cause the primary mirror to become ‘pinched’ or distorted. They should be finger tight only.
Bear in mind the collimation pattern may be slightly different depending on the f ratio of
your scope. For more information see below.

A note on spider vanes in the view…………

When collimating the spider vanes, apart from the inistial stage of making sure
they are holding the secondary mirror central, are not relevant to the collimation procedure.
Ignore them – you should only be looking at the Cheshires cross hairs and making sure that
the cross hairs intersect the primary mirror centre spot.
Fast Slow Telescopes
You should note that fast scopes of f5 and above are less tolerant of collimation
errors and they also show slightly offset collimation patterns. These are shown below as a
guide.

Slow scope collimation –
the classic collimation pattern

Fast scope (f5 and above )
collimation pattern note the offset
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Illustrations on Previous page courtesy of Jason Khadder/
In the fast scope patterns above and below the circles are in fact concentric and true
(ie. totally circular) but the offset of the secondary mirror creates an illusion that the reflection is elliptical and/or off centre. These differences are shown with diagram plus an actual
photograph of a fast scope collimation view to give you an idea what the final view through
the Cheshire should look like.
Near perfect collimation pattern for a fast (f5)Newtonian

This photograph shows what the actual view should be like
at this stage of the process. Note the three mirror clips are
all visible and are all equally close to the edge of the secondary mirror and the secondary is showing round and centred to the focuser tube ( the dark area at the edges of the
picture) You may need to move your focuser in or out to
achieve a good view but the image should be very similar to
this photograph.

'Slow' telescope when collimated

This is an actual photograph taken through a Cheshire
and shows a near perfect collimation pattern for a fast
(f5) Newtonian. It is in fact my own Sky-Watcher 200P
Note that the centremost circle is made up of the primary
mirrors centre ring and its associated reflection. The cross
hairs exactly intersect the centre circle. Note also the offset typical of a fast Newtonian.

When collimation of the primary has been achieved and the Cheshire pattern is correct tighten
down the locking nuts and recheck. Do not over-tighten the lock nuts. They should be firm but do
not require massive amounts of pressure. I usually feel for them coming into contact with the mirror
cell and then add a small amount of pressure.
Replace any protective plates and remove the Cheshire collimator.
When this step is completed and all of the alignment patterns shown in this guide are true
then the telescope is collimated to within the limits of what you can achieve with a Cheshire and you
should find the telescope is perfectly well collimated for use.
You may wish to carry out a ‘star test’ to verify this and/or to make any fine fine tuning adjustments. Star testing is simple enough to carry out and there is a section below which will explain this
and show the most common problems.
So – get it as good as you can but do not overly worry if there is some small element which
isn’t perfect. My own collimation via a Cheshire is always a little ‘off’ – star testing confirms the
scope as being spot on so bear this in mind.
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Note: Bear in mind that even fast scopes with their lowered tolerance for bad collimation
have a little ‘slack’ in their collimation and small collimation errors will not be visible in actual
use to even the most demanding observer.

When adjusting your telescope bear this in mind and try not to become obsessed with
having every element exactly perfect. Many things will ultimately upset the ‘perfect’
collimation. These include focuser ‘slop’ – this is the looseness of all but the very best
quality focusers, slight imperfections in the shape of the secondary mirror, temperature
variations and even the anglular position of the telescope.
Primary mirrors are quite heavy and most telescope tubes are quite light. As a result a
telescope tube will flex in normal usage and this alone will upset collimation.
So – get it as good as you can but do not overly worry if there is some small element
which isn’t perfect. My own collimation via a Cheshire is always a little ‘off’ – star testing
confirms the scope as being spot on so bear this in mind.
Star Testing Your Telescope

When collimation is complete you may wish to carry out a star test which will confirm
the collimation or show small errors which can be fine tuned out.
To star test you will need a bright star and good seeing conditions. Polaris is the best star to
test on but almost any bright star will do. You will need your telescope to have cooled down
to the ambient temperature and also to be away from obstructions such as houses which
may cause air thermals.
Get the star centred in your view using a low power eyepiece. Now use a very high
power eyepiece (or the highest powered you have available) and defocus VERY slightly. You
should see a classic Airey disk as shown in the pictures below. Ideally the Airey disk will be
perfectly formed for both sides of the perfect focus (Extrafocus and Intrafocus) but in reality
most telescopes wont do this perfectly owing to slack within the focus mechanism or
atmospheric turbulence but you should see an Airey disk on at least one side of the perfect
focus position.
The optimum magnification for star testing is at 25x per inch of aperture to start with
and then fine tune at 50x per inch if seeing permits – you will need a very stable sky to get
maximum magnification.
If you are not seeing an Airey disk this then there are several reasons why. This may
be due to faulty collimation or other conditions which may not be correctable.
A list of common conditions and their corrective responses are shown in the tables
below.
Be aware that in UK skies atmopsheric turbulence will be very often the
pattern you will see. Unfortunately the typical turbulence pattern is very similar
to the pattern you will see with a badly damaged mirror. Unless you have reason to
believe the mirror IS damaged then there is no need to panic.
Even a turbulent atmosphere pattern will allow you to see whether the circles are
concentric or whether they are off centred and non-concentric.

Collimation perfect.
Airey disk shows neat concentric
circles. The innermost are dark due to the
telescopes central obstruction caused by
the secondary mirror.
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Atmospheric turbulence – The air
Collimation is out of adjustment –
around the telescope and in its line of
Results such as these suggest the
sight is being disrupted by rising heat or
primary mirror is not well aligned. This is
by higher altitude turbulence. You cansimple to correct in the field by adjusting
not star test with this present.
the primary mirror collimation screws.
Small adjustments only are needed.
Pinched Mirror – this is the classic ‘heart’ shape
indicating the primary mirror has become stressed.
Initially check that the collimation adjusters are not
over tight.
If the problem persists you will need to remove
the primary mirror cell and make sure the clips holding
the mirror to the cell have not been over tightened.
Another common cause of ‘pinching’ is often over
tight tube rings.

Tube currents – the telescope has not
cooled sufficiently to the outside air
temperature. Allow the telescope more
time to cool down.

Astigmatism can be caused by poor
collimation but also by poor quality optics.
Secondary mirrors which are not flat either
because of bad collimation or bad

By
Astrobaby
These show typical patterns for mirrors with
poor optical surfaces. This may be caused by
roughness of the mirror caused by poor
polishing or damage from poor cleaning. This

Usually caused by incorrect figuring of the
primary mirror. This cannot be corrected
by the user. It indicates faulty optics in
the mirrors design or production.

http://www.astro-baby.com/astrobaby/help/collimation-guide-newtonian-reflector/
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Sky Notes for the Spring/
Summer Sky 2019.
By
Len Adam
All of the events in this article are
based on the Latitude and Longitude of
Seething Observatory. So let me start by assuming that it is 21:48
on April 1st 2019 and the sky is clear in Norfolk. Astronomical
Twilight ended 17 minutes ago meaning that the Sun is over 18°
below the horizon so the sky will be dark. What is there to see in
the sky tonight? You orient yourself by finding the pole star to the
north by using the pointers, Dubhe and Merak in Ursa Major.
(Figure 1.) You may have to strain your neck a little as Ursa
Major is quite high in the sky and Merak has an altitude of about
76° at this time. Turning through 180° with Polaris at your back
you face due south. There is no Moon in the sky - it is well below
the horizon. Your view is now as you see in the chart in Figure 2.
You will see that there is a
grid superimposed, with
circles representing
increasing Altitude so that
the grid circle towards the
top is centred on the
Zenith – i.e. it is overhead.
If you count up from the
marked 30° altitude you will
get to 90° in the centre of
that circle. The lines at right
angles to the altitude circles
are lines of Azimuth. If you
stand facing north the
azimuth is zero. Turning to
your right increases azimuth
so north is zero, east is
90°, south is 180° and
west is 270°. The red
vertical line is the
Meridian.

I always imagine the meridian as a fixed hoop in the sky, starting from the ground
immediately to my north and looping overhead and down to a fixed point in the ground to the
south. Looking south, as the stars move from east to west during the course of the night,
successive constellations will cross that line so if you are observing from 10 p.m. onwards,
looking south, you will see the Constellation of Cancer move to the right or west and the
Constellation of Leo will cross the meridian behind it. You may have noticed that there is a
circle on the chart around the star Mizar in Ursa Major. That represents the field of view
of my excellent vintage Carl Zeiss 8 x 30 binoculars. (Zeiss binoculars are expensive but I
successfully bid for these at a general auction for the princely sum of £8.) Mizar has a fainter
companion, Alcor - the two stars are about 12 minutes of arc apart and can be split with
the naked eye. When I look through my binoculars at Mizar I can see the wide separation
from companion Alcor. The much fainter star, Tycho 3850:257, lies between them to one
side.
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This star can certainly be seen in a small telescope or you may
find it through your own binoculars. The image in Figure 3
shows a comparison of the separation between Mizar and Alcor
with the size of the Moon, represented by the 30 minutes of arc
circle. The planets are not prominent tonight. Mars is off to the
west in Taurus at an altitude of less than 20° and the others are
all in poor positions. Table 1 summarises the locations of the
planets on April 1st 2019.

Having looked at Mizar in Ursa
Major a nearby target is the
Messier galaxy M101, not far
from that star and in the same
constellation. This is quite large
with a major axis of about 22
minutes of arc – roughly 2/3 the
size of the full Moon, although
some sources give a larger
diameter. I have put a red blob in
Figure 2 to indicate its
approximate position - you can
find it the top left of the chart to
the left of Mizar. Of course Mizar
and M101 are going to be visible,
on every clear night from Norfolk
as they are circumpolar. A
telescope is needed for M101.

Table 1: April 1st 2019
Moon – not visible
Mercury – daytime object
Venus – daytime object
Mars – at 10 p.m. it is low in the west – just less than 20° altitude
Jupiter –at 10 pm it is below the horizon – visible in the very early hours of
the morning but at less than 15° altitude due south at 6 a.m. BST.
Saturn is 25° to east of Jupiter at 6 a.m. at 12° altitude.
Uranus is close to the Sun, setting not long after 9 p.m.
Neptune – not visible
Pluto – close to Saturn – not visible.

The telescope used to take
the (enlarged) image of
M101 in Figure 4 had an
aperture of 106 mm and a
focal length of 530 mm. The
exposure time was 300
seconds. The constellation of
Leo is visible throughout
April, May and June and
contains a number of
interesting objects. The
brighter stars in Leo form the
distinctive reversed question
mark, which allows you to
quickly spot this
constellation. The brightest
star in Leo is Regulus,
which has a magnitude of
1.36, and is the full stop at
the bottom of the question
mark. The second brightest is Denebola, shown on the chart in Figure 2, which has a
magnitude of 2.14. The constellation contains 5 Messier objects – spiral galaxies M65, M66,
M95, M96 and elliptical galaxy M105, all shown in the chart in Figure 2.
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I have marked (with a large arrow) the
location of Minor Planet 6 Hebe (little
red dot) on the chart in Figure 2 just
between the feet of the twins in Gemini
for the 1st April. Figure 5 gives a more
detailed view. Hebe is predicted to be
magnitude 10.45 on the 1st April so
will definitely not be visible in ‘normal’
size binoculars so a telescope is
required. If you have a ‘GoTo’ mount
with accurate pointing it will help
considerably. Of course it will look like
just like a star, so observations, ideally
images, need to be taken at intervals to
detect movement unless your software,
loaded with an asteroid database, can
‘solve the plate’ on a single image and
find the asteroid for you. It is not going
to hurtle past stars, as did the recent
comet C/2018 Y1 Iwamoto. The chart
of its movement over the month of
April demonstrates that. At 21:48 on
1st April its altitude will only be 41° so
if you are searching for this minor
planet you may wish to start a little earlier when it will be at a greater altitude. I also show Hebe
in its position on the 30th April. It will be magnitude 10.81 so is fainter than at the beginning of
the month.
The faint comet 123P/West-Hartley is in the constellation of Leo Minor on April 1st – just
above Leo on the chart. It is predicted to have a magnitude of 13.02 but comets do surprise us
quite frequently. It will have an altitude of just over 61° at 21:48 so should be easily accessible.
I have marked the comet’s position on the chart in Figure 2 with another red dot pointed at by a
labelled arrow.
On April 23rd, the comet will have just crossed the
boundary of Leo Minor and will be in Leo. By May 30th
comet 123P/West-Hartley will have moved further down in
Leo and will be passing between stars Denebola and
Chertan. By then the magnitude is predicted to be 14.53.
On the 1st April there is no Moon in the sky but by April
13th the Moon is located about 24° west of the meridian
with an altitude of +50° at 10 p.m. and a phase of
62.27%. In this position it is almost directly in front of the
open cluster M44 known as the Beehive Cluster as shown
in Figure 6. . Of course by the next night the Moon will
have jumped to the east by about 13° and will have waxed
to a phase of 73.07%. Around the 23rd April is the
maximum of the Lyrid Meteor Shower. This will probably
not be an exciting display. The Earth is passing through the
trail of debris left behind by comet
C/1861 G1 (Thatcher). You will probably see less than 10
meteors an hour. Unfortunately a bright Moon will interfere
with observations. By the beginning of May there has been no great improvement in the visibility
of planets. Jupiter is visible in the early hours but only rises to about 15°. By June 1 st the
Constellation of Coma Berenices will be to the west of the meridian at 10 p.m. It will be at an
altitude of approximately 57° so should be well placed for observation. The constellation is
formed from 3 stars forming a right angle shape. Fourth magnitude Diadem, or Alpha Coma
Berenices, is the bottom star.
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By June 1st the minor planet 2 Pallas is in a
good position for viewing in Coma Berenices as
shown in Figure 7, which shows the southern
sky on June 1st 2019. It is brighter than asteroid
6 Hebe that was looked at earlier. (Pallas crossed
the meridian on May 31st at 21:43). Pallas will
have a magnitude of 8.85. Coma Berenices contains the Coma Star Cluster called Melotte
111, which can be seen with the naked eye as a
fuzzy patch in a very dark sky. There is also a
Coma Galaxy Cluster, which is identified in Figure 7. The position of the star cluster, number
111 from the Melotte Catalogue of Star Clusters,
is also shown.

Figure 8 is an image of part of the Coma
Galaxy Cluster. There are over 10,000 galaxies in the entire cluster – quite a few can be
seen in this image. The telescope I used was
a remote 20” aperture Corrected Dall Kirkham instrument in New Mexico.

I believe that one of the best
sights for amateur astronomers through a telescope is
the large and bright globular
cluster Messier 13. I remember looking at it for the first
time through my old 10-inch
Newtonian reflector in a dark
sky when I lived in Shropshire. I was completely
stunned by the sight – I could
not believe how many stars
were there – all pinpoint
sharp. I later took an image
of it with a 12-inch Meade telescope and SBIG ST9XE camera with a one-second exposure from Lancashire in the
month of May. Figure 9
shows its position at 22:50 on
20th June 2019 in this view to
the south. This time avoids
the 88% phase Moon, which
rises just less than an hour
later. The one-second image
is shown in the inset.
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Table 2: June 20th 2019
Moon – rises at 23:45 88% phase.
Mercury – sets at 22:59
Venus – sets at 20:03
Mars – sets at 22:56
Jupiter – Transits meridian at 00:08 (21st June) 15° altitude.
Saturn - Transits meridian at 02:23 (21st June) 15° altitude
Uranus - rises and sets in daylight..
Neptune – poorly placed in Aquarius.

On July 9th 2019 Saturn comes to opposition in the constellation of Sagittarius but is very low
in the sky. From Seething Observatory, Saturn will cross the meridian (Azimuth of 180 degrees
i.e. due south) a couple of minutes before midnight on 9 th July but will only have an altitude of 15
½ degrees. The Dwarf Planet Pluto (Magnitude 14.23) is nearby on this night, sitting less than
5° to the east of the meridian when Saturn is crossing it. Jupiter is to the west – about 30
degrees away at an altitude of less than 10°. You can capture Pluto in an image but it can be
difficult to identify it as it just looks like another star until you re-image a while later to see that it
has moved. Remember that Pluto is far out in the solar system - so moves very slowly! Pluto is
shown in this image taken with a Celestron 14 Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope (Figure 10).

On the night of the 16th July 2019, a Partial Lunar Eclipse will take place. The maximum will be
at 10:31 p.m. local time. It will start before the Moon rises. However the Moon will be at a very
low altitude - but if you can see the Moon you will be able to observe part of the eclipse.
On August 1st there is a new Moon - remember it will become more intrusive for observations
requiring a dark sky as it progresses towards full Moon on 15 th August. The Perseid Meteor
Shower unfortunately peaks on the 12th/13th August with a very bright Moon in the sky. This will
limit observations to brighter meteors. The constellation of Cygnus is high in the sky this month.
There are some interesting objects to view or image in this constellation in August.
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Excellent targets for the keen astrophotographer are the North American Nebula (and nearby
Pelican Nebula) and the Crescent Nebula NGC 6888. The chart in Figure 11 shows the view of
Cygnus from Seething Observatory at the beginning of the month on the night of the 2nd /3rd
August - shown at 1 a.m. on the morning of the 3nd. This is a Saturday morning which should
make it easier for those not working weekends! The Moon is new and will not interfere. The star
Sadir is at an altitude of nearly 77° so the targets are high in the sky. There is a large difference
of size between NGC 7000 and NGC 6888 requiring different focal lengths for astrophotography.
The dimensions of NGC 7000 are catalogued at 120’ x 120’ and NGC 6888 catalogued at 18’ x 18’.
Images of the targets are shown
in the insets in Figure 11.
Both targets respond well to
using a Hydrogen Alpha filter.
The NGC 7000 image is H Alpha
only and the Crescent nebula
image is LRGB plus H Alpha.

In June/ July /August the nights
are short but gradually increasing
in duration. By September things
are improving for the amateur
astronomer and on September 1st
at Seething Obervatory
Astronomical Twilight ends at
21:52 so 10 p.m.could be a good
time to start observing. Of course
it is a Sunday night – probably
not the best day to be getting
your telescope out if you are due
in the office at 9 a.m. the next
morning! The Moon is at 9%
phase and will not rise until about

8.30 in the morning. The beginning and ending weeks
of September will be the best to have the least
interference from a bright Moon with a full Moon on the
14th September. At the beginning of the month the
constellation of Aquila straddles the meridian at 10
p.m. local time with its brightest star Altair, one of the
three stars of the Summer Triangle, helping
identification. The Summer Triangle is drawn in green
on the chart in Figure 12. A number of interesting
targets are contained within that triangle. In Cygnus
there is the open star cluster Messier 29, in Lyra the
globular cluster M56, in Vulpecula the planetary nebula
M27 and in Sagitta the globular cluster M71. There has
been some discussion over the years as to whether M71
is a globular cluster or an open cluster. It is currently
considered to be a globular. If you are able to view this
through your telescope or to take an image - what are
your thoughts on open or globular? M71 is catalogued
as having a diameter of about 7 minutes of arc so you
need to consider that in relation to the field of view of
your telescope. This is almost one quarter the diameter
of the full Moon so it is quite large. What other
treasures can be found within the three sides of the
Summer Triangle? Perhaps a good project for the
Summer months when the triangle is conveniently
located.
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The planet Neptune is in the constellation of Aquarius and on 10 th September Neptune is in
opposition at Magnitude 7.82. It will reach a maximum altitude of about 31 degrees that night at
1 a.m. in the morning.
Not far from Neptune the minor planet 135 Hertha, first
observed in 1874, is also in Aquarius and reaches opposition
on September 6th - much fainter than Neptune at magnitude
9.85. Neptune is close to the 4th magnitude star HIP 114724
and Hertha is close to the magnitude 3.73 star Hydor in
Aquarius. The positions of Neptune and Hertha are shown in
Figure 13. Another minor planet 21 Lutetia, not shown in the
chart, comes to opposition this month on the 27 th September,
in the adjacent constellation of Cetus at magnitude 9.83. On
the 30th September the Moon is 2 days old, Mercury and
Venus are close to the Sun, Mars is close to the Sun, Jupiter
sets at about 9.20 p.m., Saturn is low in the early evening sky
in Sagittarius, at 10 p.m. Uranus is visible in Aries at an
altitude of 23° with a magnitude of 5.68 and Neptune is
visible in Sgittarius at an altitude of 28° with a magnitude of
7.82.
Star charts generated by TheSkyX © Software Bisque, Inc. All rights reserved. www.bisque.com.
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What’s Up In Spring
Paul Webb

The nights are shorter & the sky is
beginning to stay brighter for observing, as astronomical dark will
soon be gone. But all is not lost.
There are still plenty of things to go
hunting for.
Just after astro dark begins looking
due south on the meridian. All objects are at their highest altitude in
the sky when they pass the meridian.
As can be seen above, many interesting constellations are well placed.

Before it is too late there are several delightful open clusters to see in
Auriga. M36, 37 & 38 can be seen in
small telescopes as a cloudy mist.
Larger scopes resolve these to stars.
M37 is a particular favourite, but
keep the magnification low. Gemini
has a few gems too. Double star Castor presents two white stars of similar magnitude, separated by just 5.2”.
So up your magnification to split
them. M35 is another much larger
open cluster & see if you can spot
NGC 2158 close by. Planetary nebulae
(p/n) NGC 2392, the Eskimo nebula,
can accept higher magnification & a
double lobed p/n NGC 2372 for larger
scopes. Don’t forget the somewhat
dimmer constellation of Cancer. Here
are more open clusters. M44 with
your naked eye, binoculars or low
magnification & M67 to round off
some wonderful clusters.

Moving on to the meridian in early
April you will find Leo. Many galaxies
can be hunted down around the belly
of the lion. Even with modest scopes
M65 & 66 can be seen & with larger
instruments the third member NGC
3628 forms the Leo triplet. M95 &
96 may be a little more challenging
for some scopes as is M105. In 10”+
apertures two more galaxies are revealed in the same field of view (fov)
as M105. Don’t forget the bright galaxy NGC 2903 high in the nose of
Leo. Gamma Leonis is a yellow pair of
stars split by 4.7” & of similar magnitude.
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Don’t leave it too late in the evening
to have a look around Ursa Major
(UMa). Although more in the East it
is at a good elevation to check out
M97, the owl nebula & M108. The
later showing a mottled galaxy in
larger scopes. Lower around the handle of the saucepan M101 can prove
illusive. A large, faint, face on spiral
galaxy. M51 & partner NGC 5194 are
not to be missed as is M63, the sunflower galaxy. These are reasonably
easy to find if you draw an imaginary
line between Alkaid (Eta) in UMa &
Cor Caroli (alpha) in Canes Venatici
(CVn). Each lay about a quarter the
way along that line & a bit offset
from it. Use low power to sweep the
area & you’ll soon pick them up. Cor
Caroli is also a lovely double star,
19.3“ apart of unequal magnitude &
different colours. Also in CVn is the
cocoon galaxy, NGC 4490, a mini M51
& M94, a galaxy looking more like a
globular cluster.

The most exiting part of the Spring
sky is rising & in early April after
midnight the bowl of Virgo is best
placed. Sometimes referred to as
the realm of the galaxies. Scopes of
10” or more are best suited to hunt
down more galaxies than you can
reference on your star maps. An
excellent challenge would be to
start at the star Vindemiatrix
(epsilon) at the left hand edge of
the Virgo bowl. Travelling in a line
towards Denebola (Beta) in Leo.
About 2 degrees along that line you
will find NGC 4762. A 10th magnitude galaxy about 8.3 x 3.5 arcmin
in size. From here with a low power
eyepiece you can hop from galaxy to
galaxy right into Markarian’s chain.
This is a group of galaxies around
M86. Dozens of galaxies will pass by
along the way so stop & increase the
magnification. Linger & enjoy the
spectacle. If you want to pick up
Markarian’s chain, halfway between
Vindemiatrix & Denebola will land
you pretty close straight away.

If that wasn’t enough move up to Coma Berenices for even more galaxies. M64, the black eye galaxy is as described in a
large scope. Further up is the needle galaxy, NGC 4565. A truly spectacular edge on galaxy. A little further up are the
whale & pup galaxies (NGC 4631 & 4627). Finally close by is the hockey stick galaxy NGC 4656.
So much to see & not enough space here to describe them. Happy hunting.
Here’s hoping for clear skies.
Images courtesy of SkySafariAstronomy.com
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The Ice Giants
Roger Preece
While I was gathering information for my Open Evening talks for NAS last December, about the Ice Giants, I began to wonder as
to why people might be interested in hearing about these two furthest planetary outposts of our solar system. After all, their progress around our sun is leisurely and they are not particularly exciting targets for observation by amateur astronomers. It is not for
nothing that Uranus was often known as the most boring object in the solar system.
The Ice Giants do not command the attention of the Gas Giants. Jupiter is often a delight to observe, with its bands and Great Red
Spot and accompanying Galilean moons with their endless movement from one night to the next. Saturn is of course harder to
observe optically but a good sight of those rings makes up for any freezing cold discomfort, and, oh, is that Titan just there?
There is, of course, the satisfaction of ticking these solar system outposts off from your observing lists, if you have one. Uranus is
at magnitude 6 and there are useful guide stars of similar magnitude fairly close by to help locate it. (GOTO observers can look
away now). In a small telescope and using magnification of 120x - 200x, the seventh planet will show as a small blue-green disk.
Because the planet takes eighty-six years to orbit the Sun once, it does not move much in the night sky from one night to the next,
making repeated observations pretty straightforward.
Neptune is more of a challenge, being almost 30 astronomical units away. In addition, there is not too much in the way of guide
stars, and even those that are present are at fainter magnitude than the planet itself, which is at Magnitude 7.9-8. If you draw a line
between the star Marchab in the head of Pegasus and the star Formalhaut, Neptune sits on the line, half-way between the two objects. Using 120 x magnification with a 60 mm refractor, it can be seen as a blue dot, though it is not possible to resolve a disk.
Even more so than Uranus, the planet moves very slowly form one night to the next, having an orbital period around the sun of
one hundred and sixty-five years.
What about big telescope observing of our two planets? It was frequently said that professional astronomers were too busy observing a long way out in the universe to trouble themselves too much with events happening in the backyard of our own solar
system. This has not necessarily always been the case. As an example, two new moons of Uranus were discovered in 1997 using
the famous 200 inch Hale reflector on Mount Palomar. Dr Philip Nicholson of Cornell University, who was involved in the relevant project, had this to say at the time. “The operator of the 200-inch, the California Institute of Technology, is mainly interested
in quasars, distant galaxies and other objects of cosmological importance," Nicholson said. "But seven years ago Caltech brought
in some partners on the 200-inch, and Cornell astronomers now are allotted 25 percent of the telescope's observing time. Our interest is less in cosmology than in closer objects, including solar-system planets and satellites.”
But the step change in our knowledge of the Ice Giants was, of course, the Voyager 2 mission. The coinciding of solar system
orbital mechanics, innovative space probe design and the advocacy of the concept of gravitational assist (or slingshot) was a remarkable event in the 1960s, resulting in that successful off-spring of the Grand Planetary Tour concept, the Voyager 1 and 2
missions. It is a sobering thought that the planetary alignment which permitted the missions only happens every 175 years. Although there have been considerable advances in space probe construction and complexity since the Voyager 2 launch date in
1977, there has been no order of magnitude improvement in spacecraft maximum velocities. Despite this, in June 2017 NASA
announced the completion of a study of future missions to Uranus and Neptune, which included a number of options including fly
-bys, orbiters and even an entry into the atmosphere of Uranus. It is worth remembering that Voyager 2 took twelve years from
launch to fly past Neptune (at the incredibly close distance of 4950 Km (3000 miles) and that was with the aid of the afore mentioned planetary alignments. Factor in the years necessary to plan and construct a mission, not to mention the search for funding,
and we can conclude that humans may be landing on Mars before robot spacecraft visit the Ice Giants again.
So far we have been discussing the possibilities of Ice Giant astronomical observing from a single spacecraft (Voyager 2) and
ground based large telescopes of traditional design. It turns out that these are not the only options for adding to our understanding
of Uranus and Neptune, together with their immediate space environment containing both moons and rings. Long before the
launch of Sputnik 1 in 1957, there had been suggestions as to the advantages of having a telescope in orbit, above the atmosphere
and its various obstacles to good viewing of space. The launch of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) in 1990, together with the
optical correction servicing mission 1993, provided an opportunity for enhanced optical viewing of Uranus and Neptune. Also,
because the HST is in space, the planets can be observed through a much greater range of the electromagnetic spectrum than was
the case with ground based telescopes.
It is a considerable challenge for professional astronomers to book time on the HST. Competition is fierce and there are considerably ‘sexier’ subjects than our two planets. There is a solar system science programme at the Space Science Institute, the body
that runs the HST, and this includes the Giant Planets’ natural satellites and the evolution of their planetary rings. Also, some university departments and research units that have solar system research projects have had time allocations on the telescope. In addition, both NASA and the Space Science Institute recognise the reinvigorating effect that the release of Hubble images has had
on the public’ support for astronomy and space science, essential for safeguarding future funding.
.
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As you are probably aware, the HST has a limited future lifetime. The telescope is steered by gyros and it is simply a fact that
gyros in space will eventually fail. The Hubble has six gyros, and it can operate with two, but it is currently down to three which
are fully functioning. It is possible to operate the telescope with one gyro, but that only gives limited sky coverage. Gyros would
normally be replaced by servicing missions, of which there have five to date, but with the retirement of the space shuttle fleet, it is
unlikely that there will be any further ones. There are some proposals to deal with this problem, but they are pretty tenuous at the
moment.
You might therefore think that when the HST expires, that
that will be that as far as extending our understanding of
the Ice Giants is concerned. Fortunately, that is not the
case, thanks to the introduction to ground based telescopes
of active and adaptive optics. These two subjects deserve a
whole Cygnus article to themselves (hint to Editor). Suffice
it to say that these two concepts attempt to address the
problem of atmospheric turbulence and distortion by mechanical and electronic control of the telescope and the
results can be dramatic. It is true that so far the techniques
have been applied to the larger telescopes, also usually
located at high altitude, but it is certainly the case that this
is a considerable growth area in observational astronomy
and astrophotography. Two of the front runners in this initiative are the Keck telescope based in Hawaii and the
Very Large Telescope (VLT) located high up in the Atacama Desert, Chile. In the next few years the VLT will be joined by the
Extremely Large Telescope (ELT), which as the name implies will be even bigger! As the images accompanying this article
show, there are great opportunities for outer planet observations using these system, even if, as with the HST, competition for
telescope time is fierce.
.
There are a lot of continuing mysteries concerning the Ice Giants, and close study of the planets and their immediate space environment can offer up considerable clues to the answers to such questions as the formation and early development of the solar system. There is a surprising amount of weather, especially on Neptune, with large cloud systems moving rapidly across the planet. It
is worth remembering that both the Ice Giants have periods of rotation of 16-17 hours, so it is not difficult to track Neptunian
weather features in particular. Uranus requires specific filters to pick up its cloud bands. The weather on Uranus is in any case
complex because of the planet’s extraordinary axial tilt of 98 degrees, which means that it is circulating the sun on its side, with
its poles at its equator. Seasonal variation is also difficult to study, with both summer and winter lasting for 42 years.
One other question regarding the weather on the Ice Giants, and most specifically with Neptune, is where does the energy come
from to drive such a dynamic system? As already mentioned, Neptune is 30 astronomical units, or some 4.5 billion kilometres,
from the sun. it is very cold at the surface, about minus 200 degrees Celsius. It was thought that such low temperatures would
inhibit any dynamic activity but that is clearly not the case. The same puzzle applies to Uranus, which although being closer in to
the sun at 2.87 billion kilometres, has the coldest surface temperature of any of that planets at minus 224 degrees Celsius.
Both Uranus and Neptune have a number of moons, and in the case of Uranus a fully developed
ring system, not only tilted at a similar angle to the planet itself, but also with a significant wobble. Understanding the evolution and development of the Uranian ring system and its effect on
the near planet environment is itself a major challenge, and we have not even mentioned the
problematic case of Triton, Neptune’s largest moon. Triton is the seventh largest moon in the
solar system, and the only one to show retrograde motion, that is, to orbit its planet in the opposite direction to its planet’s direction of motion around the sun. If that is not enough, it is also
one of the few geologically active moons in the solar system.
I hope I have conveyed the idea that not only are the Ice Giants worthy of continuing scientific
investigation but that without a good insight as to how their most prominent features have
evolved and developed any model we construct of the solar system and its origins will be less
than perfect. it also appears that we have the means for continuing future study even without desired space missions to the outer
planets. When the limited future use of orbital telescopes was mentioned, no mention was made of the James Webb Space
(JWST) telescope and its possible use for such “close range” objects. Is that because there is likely to be little time allocated on
the JWST for the Ice Giants or because of an understandable caution in predicting the future of such a complex and ambitious
space mission?

Images: Left—Storms on Neptune; Centre—Titania largest moon of Uranus; Right—Triton largest moon of Neptune
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NAS’s Income
The Committee
Occasionally the question as to how much effort the Norwich Astronomical Society expends on ‘outreach’ activities versus
‘members’ requirements has been raised and answered. As stated in the Society’s constitution, one of our main objectives is ‘To
promote and to advance public education in the science of Astronomy ‘. This key principle has to be achieved and maintained in
order to preserve our charitable status. There is a secondary really important reason for this effort. Approximately half our income
comes from outreach activities.
If we look at the 2017-18 accounts we see (Figure 1) that
membership subscriptions accounted for approximately
42% of the annual income with the remaining 58% coming from outreach activities including public open evenings, group visits and other activities which includes the
2018 public event, donations and other income.
When we consider the 2018-19 income the contribution
from outreach is even greater since we did not have a public event this year.
Some of the outreach activities are also aimed at bringing
awareness of our Society and facilities to the public at
large in order to increase our membership.
Group visits accounted for 16% of the income but are
managed by 2% of the membership (mainly 4 people).
Public Open evenings accounted for 22% of the income and for these we require a minimum of 10-12 volunteers to managed the
site to ensure that the public have an interesting and enjoyable visit.
From this you can see how important ‘Outreach’ activities are to the Society. In the absence of outreach membership, the cost of
membership would have to increase sharply.
In order to maintain a healthy income stream and keep membership fees low, we require members to volunteer and help with our
Group Visits and Public Events. Yes, your Society needs You. It is a win-win situation.

An image of an Open Night with members of the public and volunteers on the pads viewing objects in the night sky
(image by Chris Greenfield)
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Radio Astronomy
Andrew Sutkowski
In the last article I reported our ‘Wow!’ moment where we observed a significant signal at ~1420 MHz, corresponding to the hydrogen line of the Milky Way. I also mentioned that I was going to install a weather station based on an Arduino board. In this
article I am going to present the results of this investigation into the impact of weather on the results.
First, it’s worth describing the ‘electronics’ used for this project. The base is a standard Arduino interface board. I have attached an LED which is turned on for 1 second
when data is being collected (as a visual indicator that the thing is working). I have
used a pair of thermistors to measure temperatures (one protruding through the case at
the bas for ambient and a
second inside the case for
internal temperature). I have
used the DHT11 temperature
and humidity module to
measure temperature and
humidity (again this is placed
over a hole in the base of the box to measure the external temperature
and humidity). I have purchased a long distance IR temperature module
(GY-MLX90614-DCI IIC) which is used to measure the sky temperature
(when clouds are present the difference between ambient and sky temperature is small). I have included a light sensor to detect daylight versus
night and finally a water sensor is mounted through the side of the box to
determine when it is raining. The box is connected (and powered)
through a USB cable to the laptop and data obtained by serial communication. Internally the Arduino collects the latest readings once every 2 seconds but this data is transmitted to the PC only upon
receipt of a command.

I have now used this setup for about a month gathering data. I
would like to report that I have discovered a significant correlation between the weather data and the readings from the satellite
dish, but I cannot. The range of data values from the dish are too
small to provide a meaningful correlation. Visually it looks like
there should be a correlation as shown in Figure 1, where the total
average (average of all the data 501 points from 1410 to 1425
MHz) is plotted against the humidity for the 1st of May 2019.

Figure 2 shows a scatter plot comprising 14 days data (April into May) with ambient
temperature plotted against total average dish data (1410 to 1425 MHz). There is a
general trend from left to right where the lower the temperature the higher the dish
reading. However, there is an anomaly in the data between 0 and ~-3oC where we
have very low dish readings. I suggest that this could be a result of water/moisture
freezing on the monopole resulting in ‘erroneous’ readings.

The conclusion from this analysis is that ambient conditions have a significant effect on the readings from the satellite dish, with
temperature/humidity having a large impact. However, the changes in ambient conditions cause the baseline to vary and do no
result in increases in amplitude at specific frequencies. Thus, the ‘Wow!’ signal we have recorded is real.
The receiver for the dish has now been replaced by a ‘cantenna’ designed for 1420 MHz (courtesy of Frank Cliff). We will see
how this responds over the next few weeks.
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“Tranquillity Base here, the Eagle has landed”
Graham Sparrow
Those words have since been repeated countless times in programmes about Apollo 11 but I first heard them on the TV set in my
parents’ living room. My father and I were following Armstrong and Aldrin’s descent to the Sea of Tranquility and had been
holding our breath during those last tense minutes before the LEM touched down. The exchange between Apollo and Mission
control soon revealed we’d not been alone in this and I suspect that it had been the case all over the world.
Naturally we were aware that we were witnessing history in the making, that those seven words marked the realization of a
dream. I was then nineteen days short of my 21 st birthday and for as long as I could remember I had longed for this moment, avidly absorbing anything to do with space travel and astronomy. The exploits of Jet Morgan and Dan Dare; The Sky at Night on
television and books, both factual and fictional, by its presenter; the novels of Arthur C. Clarke and Isaac Asimov; books by Willy
Ley and Werner von Braun; science fiction movies such as Destination Moon - all of these and more besides had fueled my passion for space travel.
How many imagined accounts of a first Moon landing had I read or seen? And now it had become reality! A toast was called for
and I got up and poured two glasses of scotch, wincing at my father’s exclamation, “Here! Steady on!” for I was taping the whole
thing on a cumbersome reel-to-reel tape recorder through a microphone set in front of the TV. As far as I was concerned his outburst about the generous measures of his whisky that I had doled out had ruined my recording!
Whilst waiting for the astronauts to leave the LEM and make those first footprints in the lunar regolith I set up my 3” refractor
and pointed out the Sea of Tranquility to my dad. As we gazed at the Moon our neighbour called from over the fence, “Can you
see them Graham?” I patiently explained that no telescope on Earth would show the spacecraft but he clearly didn’t believe me,
saying, “I’d have thought a big telescope like that would pick them out.” He was never the brightest button in the box.
We sat up to watch the fuzzy monochrome figures of Neil Armstrong and ‘Buzz’ Aldrin as they left the LEM and moved around
the lunar surface. Those first moving images from the Moon were not very good quality but the ghostly figures and their movements, slow in one sixth gravity, were thrilling to us, and looking back I feel they conveyed the drama of that night far better than
sharply detailed footage could have.
Naturally I stayed up all night; I doubt if I could have slept anyway. The next morning, fortified by a mug of very strong coffee, I
set off to the filling station where I had a holiday job on the forecourt, stopping on the way to buy half a dozen newspapers. I still
have those papers – The Times, The Telegraph, The Daily Mail, The Daily Mirror, The Daily Express, and The Eastern Daily
Times. Looking at them before I began this piece I realized just how much those publications have changed over the fifty years
since Apollo 11. Save for the Daily Mirror all were broadsheets and apart from the masthead of the Mirror everything was in
black and white. All six were priced at five pence, five old pence that is- the equivalent of about 2P in today’s money.
How things have changed! We now carry more computing power in our mobile phones than Armstrong , Aldrin and Collins had
to take them to the Moon. But changes that were predicted in those euphoric days of the late ‘60s have not come to pass. Back
then many of us were confident that we’d see permanent bases on the Moon, rather like that depicted in Kubrick’s 2001: A Space
Odyssey, and landings on Mars before the end of the century. But politics having been the driving force behind the Moon landing
programme meant a very different future for manned space exploration. Though with sophisticated robot probes we have learned
more about our Solar System than we could have anticipated back in 1969, humans have not ventured beyond Earth orbit. Hopefully we will see humankind return to the Moon before too long and I know I will follow those expeditions as closely as I did the
Apollo missions 1969 – 1972, but I know none will be more memorable than Apollo 11 and that ‘one small step’.
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The other moon mission of July 1969
Jason Durrant
As NASA was readying the gigantic Saturn V rocket and making the final preparations for Apollo 11, the
Soviets quietly attempted to jump the gun on the United States by launching a robotic craft to retrieve a
sample of lunar soil and return it to earth.
Luna 15 was launched on July 13th, 1969. Just three days before the launch of Apollo 11. The spacecraft had
a launch mass of little over 5 ½ metric tonnes, about the same mass as Apollo 11’s command module. In
fact, due to launch weight restrictions, one of the radio transmitters had to be removed from the craft prior to
launch.
Luna 15 entered lunar orbit the day after Apollo 11 launched from Cape Kennedy, while Apollo 11 was
traversing the quarter million distance between the Earth and The Moon, Soviet scientists studied data from
Luna 15 to plan the landing of their spacecraft. Originally the mission plan was for the landing to have taken
place sooner, but the lunar surface was more treacherous than the Soviet scientists had expected. This delay
due to the unexpected ruggedness of the lunar surface led to the planned deployment of the Luna 15 sample
collection mission being 18 hours behind schedule.
Only a couple of hours before Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin were due to lift off from the moon, Luna 15
started its descent. As the Soviet scientists and engineers monitored the spacecraft’s progress the signal abruptly stopped. The loss of signal occurred four minutes into the descent. This was too soon for a landing;
the scientists estimated the craft was still a couple of miles above the lunar surface. After analysing the data
from their instruments and with all the information they had available the Soviet scientists concluded that
Luna 15 had probably ended its days by smashing straight into the side of a lunar mountain at around 300
miles per hour. In February of the following year Luna 16 completed the first successful Soviet lunar soil
sample return mission collecting 100 grams of lunar soil. By this time the United States and selected guest
nations were already studying some of the 55 kilograms of lunar dust, soil and rocks returned by Apollo 11
and Apollo 12.
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MEMBERS’IMAGES

Paul Fearn’s images of the ISS taken with a manually tracked, via red dot finder, Sky-Watcher
127 Skymax scope with ZWO ASI178MM camera on Manfrotto fluid video head + Benro Mach.
Caldwell 27—the Crescent Nebula

4 minutes Luminance with 2 minutes
each for Red, Green, Blue and H Alpha.

Messier 63

8” RC scope + ZWO 1600 camera from Spain.
LRGB 20 images each with 20 second exposure

Jason Durrant image of the Milky Way
over Greyfrias at Dunwich using a mobile phone. (Huwaei P20 Pro). Processing with Adobe Lightroom.
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WORK PARTIES
The dates for the summer work parties are given below.

Please see the forum for updates to these, but at this time work parties will be held on:-

13th July 2109
27th July 2019
10th August 2019
17th August 2019
The tasks involved this year are to complete the Draper making it a useable facility; install a
secure door to the Genesis dome and perform maintenance on the roof/shutter; move Radio
Astronomy to far end of site; replace fence along bank of car park; repair the porch to the
cabin; revamp the Springfield telescope including anti-slip flooring. There will also be general
weeding and site clearance. All are invited!

THE DEADLINE FOR COPY FOR THE NEXT ISSUE OF
CYGNUS IS
August 18th 2019
This is the very latest date by which articles should reach the editor.
Sooner than that would be much appreciated .
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SOCIETY CONTACTS
Chairman:
Mark Turner
marqueturner2000@yahoo.co.uk

Roger Preece
chairman@norwichastro.org.uk
Secretary/Website organiser:

Debbie Forester

Chris Greenfield

debbief1deb@gmail.com

secretary@norwichastro.org.uk
Treasurer:

Chris Grimmer
chrisgrimmer@googlemail.com

David Provan
treasurer@norwichastro.org.uk
Membership Secretary:

Paul Woolley
paul@swampy.me.uk

Andrew Sutkowski
membership@norwichastro.org.uk
Cygnus Editor:
Tom Latham

Roger Preece Group Visit Co-ordinator
groupvisits@norwichastro.org.uk

cygnuseditor@norwichastro.org.uk
Committee:
David Provan
davidprovan@ntlworld.com

NEW MEMBERS

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
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